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1 INTRODUCTION
Hydro One Networks Inc. (Hydro One) filed a custom incentive rate-setting application
with the Ontario Energy Board (OEB) on March 31, 2017 seeking approval for changes
to the rates that Hydro One charges for electricity distribution, to be effective January 1,
2018 and in each following year until 2022. For a typical residential customer using 750
kWh per month beginning January 1, 2018, the proposed increase for each year would
be:
2018: an increase of $2.79 per month
2019: an increase of $2.47 per month
2020: an increase of $2.31 per month
2021: an increase of $1.95 per month
2022: an increase of $2.23 per month

In supplemental filings on May 3, May 5 and May 12, 2017, Hydro One provided
additional evidence for the application.
A Notice of Hearing was issued on May 24, 2017. The OEB undertook to publish the
Notice in 91 Ontario newspapers from May 30 to June 4, 2017. Subsequent to the
Notice of Hearing, the OEB hosted a series of community meetings as listed below:
June 15, 2017
June 19, 2017
June 20, 2017
June 21, 2017
June 22, 2017
June 26, 2017
June 27, 2017
June 28, 2017
July 12, 2017
July 13, 2017

Leamington, Ontario
Napanee, Ontario
Rockland (Ottawa), Ontario
Owen Sound, Ontario
Ancaster, Ontario
Stouffville, Ontario
Dryden, Ontario
Sudbury, Ontario
Telemeeting
Bracebridge, Ontario

Leamington Kinsmen Recreational Complex
Strathcona Paper Centre
Club Powers, Colombian Hall
Harry Lumley Bayshore Community Centre
Ancaster Rotary Centre
Royal Canadian Legion – Branch 459
Legion Hall
Rotary Centre
Province-wide
Bracebridge Sportsplex

The OEB holds community meetings for consumers whose utility files a major rate
application to ensure consumers have the opportunity to ask both the OEB and the
utility questions about the requested change in rates. The OEB provides information
about the OEB’s role in reviewing the rate application and the utility requesting the rate
change, in this case Hydro One, provides information about the application itself.
Consumers are invited to make presentations and there is a question-and-answer
period. The OEB held nine face-to-face community meetings for Hydro One customers,
as well as a province-wide telemeeting. The consumer feedback from these meetings
will help inform the OEB’s final decision on Hydro One’s rate application.
This is the OEB staff report summarizing the outcomes of these community meetings.
This report will be placed on the public record of the OEB hearing of this application
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along with copies of any written presentations made at the meeting. This report includes
a summary of comments, questions and concerns raised during the community meeting
by customers who attended the meeting. This summary is intended to capture the range
of perspectives that were shared, rather than to provide a verbatim transcript of the
meetings.
Customers are also able to submit individual written letters of comment with the OEB,
either during a community meeting or any other time during the course of the OEB’s
review of an application. The OEB places written letters of comment on the public
record of the specific proceeding. All comments must be submitted to the OEB before
the decision-makers in the case begin to consider their decision on the application. In
making its decision, the OEB will consider everything on the public record, including all
comments when determining whether to grant the requests made by Hydro One in this
application.
Before each community meeting was held, the OEB placed advertisements in local and
regional newspapers, sponsored radio spots for local radio stations and informed local
stakeholders and community leaders and organizations via telephone calls and e-mails.
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2 THE PROCESS
The OEB convenes community meetings in the service territories of local distribution
companies that have applied to the OEB to change their rates through a cost of service
or custom incentive rate-setting proceeding.
OEB community meetings are part of the OEB’s process of reviewing a rate application.
The OEB has established a Consumer Engagement Framework to ensure that the
perspectives of customers served by rate-regulated entities are considered in the OEB’s
decision-making process.
OEB community meetings are hosted by the OEB. OEB representatives explain the
role of the OEB in rate-setting and the various ways that customers can become
involved in the adjudicative process. A copy of OEB staff’s presentation is attached to
this report as Schedule A.
To help customers better understand the application, the utility makes a presentation
explaining its proposals for capital, operations and other spending that result in the
requested rate change. A copy of Hydro One’s presentation is attached to this report as
Schedule B.
Customers are invited to make presentations outlining their thoughts on the utility’s
proposals. Other interested parties, such as municipal officials, are also welcome to
share their thoughts.
Following the presentations, customers had the opportunity to ask questions of the OEB
and the utility about the application and the regulatory process. The issues raised by
customers in the community meetings are documented and used by OEB staff in
reviewing the application, preparing written interrogatories and making submissions to
the OEB panel hearing and deciding the application. Any verbal comments provided to
OEB staff at the community meeting are summarized in this report with no attribution.
Customers attending the meetings may express their concerns directly to the OEB by
providing individual comments (with attribution) through an online form; by filling in a
hard copy comment form; or by submitting a separate letter of comment.
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3 SUMMARY OF THE MEETINGS
The OEB community meetings to review Hydro One’s distribution rate application were
held in the communities and locations as set out in section 1.0. The meetings were held
from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. with doors opening at 6:00 pm. The number of attendees
ranged from two at the Dryden meeting to 50 at the Napanee meeting. Attendees
heard presentations from OEB staff and Hydro One. Prior to the presentations, OEB
staff and Hydro One staff were available to speak with attendees and answer questions.
In addition, OEB and Hydro One representatives responded to questions from the
audience during and following the presentations.
The following OEB staff and Hydro One representatives attended all or some of the
meetings at the various locations:
OEB Staff
Kristi Sebalj, Registrar
Sylvia Kovesfalvi, Manager, Community Relations and Outreach
Rudra Mukherji, Associate Registrar
Lynn Ramsay, Senior Advisor, Community Relations and Outreach
Harold Thiessen, Senior Advisor, Major Applications
Joseph Rosa, Advisor, Public Information
Jane Scott, Manager, Major Applications
James Sidlofsky, Counsel, Legal Services
Theodore Antonopoulos, Director, Rates
Martha McOuat, Project Advisor, Major Applications
Hydro One
Henry Andre, Director, Regulatory Affairs
Jay Armitage, Director, Communications
Tiziana Baccega Rosa, Senior Media Relations Advisor
Nancy Clark, Communications Officer
Oded Hubert, Vice-President, Regulatory Affairs
Kimberly Maves, Manager, Customer Care
Natalie Moffat-Poole, Vice-President, Communications
Ferio Pugliese, EVP, Customer and Corporate Affairs
Local area managers and staff
Security person(s)
OEB staff and Hydro One delivered presentations at each meeting. A number of
customers made presentations at the various meetings, and those customer
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presentations are briefly summarized below. Copies of a number of the presentations
were provided to OEB staff and these have been attached in Schedule C.
Summary of Presentations
The following is a summary of pre-registered presentations. A number of other
consumers attending the meetings made brief statements. As written statements were
not provided to the OEB, the key themes in these statements are captured under the
“Summary of Themes Heard at the Meeting” section on page 12 below.
Leamington, June 15, 2017
Jerry Mastronardi’s presentation focused on the challenges of operating a greenhouse
business with increases in the cost of electricity due to this application, coupled with the
impact of cap and trade, the announced increases in minimum wage and increasing
transmission costs. Mr. Mastronardi noted that his business has to be a low cost
producer so Hydro One should also be a low cost producer. Among the problems: The
high prices paid for solar and wind generation and the fact that Ontario is selling
electricity at a loss across the border while we pay generators not to generate. As a
business owner he wants to stay in Ontario but is not sure if he can under these cost
conditions.
Robert Pula’s presentation, as an R1 and R2 customer of Hydro One and a local LDC
board member, cited a 19% increase in his electricity costs over the last 3 years. He
noted that the OEB, in the last Hydro One rates case, had approved a higher annual
increase over three years than Hydro One had asked for over 5 years. With the Fair
Hydro Plan, costs will just be transferred to the tax base. Taxpayers should not be
subsidizing Hydro One’s rates. Hydro One is already the highest cost distributor in the
province and customers can no longer afford their bills. Mr. Pula expects the OEB to
protect both business and residential consumers and hold Hydro One increases to the
rate of inflation.
Rick Nicholls, the Chatham-Kent-Essex MPP (Progressive Conservative), said the
notification of the meeting was inadequate as he asserted that 90% of attendees found
out about the meeting that day. Mr. Nicholls stated that Hydro rates are so high people
are finding it difficult to make ends meet, while the Fair Hydro Plan provides only short
term relief for long term pain. Mr. Nicholls noted that Hydro One’s executive salaries are
too high and that BC Hydro and Quebec Hydro salaries are one tenth of Hydro One’s.
Before the Initial Public Offering, the Hydro One CEO made $725,000 but now is to earn
$4.5 million per year. Mr. Nicholls stated that the OEB should reject Hydro One’s
application until the CEO compensation is reduced. He cited the cost of electricity in
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Ontario as the reason businesses are leaving Ontario for the United States. Since
October 2011, the OEB has increased the cost of electricity 10 times. Rates are too
high, children are going to school without breakfast as parent’s face the question of “Do
I eat or do I heat?” Mr. Nicholls stated that the rate increase should be rejected until
executive compensation at Hydro One is brought into line. There is too much generating
capacity in Ontario and the province is forced to sell electricity at a loss to neighboring
utilities. While renewable generation is desirable, it must also be affordable. Mr. Nicholls
also cited two local businesses who have announced investments outside of Ontario
(Ohio) in expanding their businesses and cited high electricity costs as a major reason.
Napanee, June 19, 2017
Gail Batten, residential consumer, maintained that Ontario ratepayers had experienced
cost increases of 300% in the past 10 years. Hydro One has a monopoly, electricity
service that cannot be obtained elsewhere and the OEB appears to have ‘rubberstamped’ these increases in delivery and distribution costs. Costs due to duplication and
waste have made hydro unaffordable for families even if they take measures to
conserve and use less energy. This is especially true in rural Ontario. Something is
wrong when a customer’s electricity costs exceed their mortgage costs, when
businesses are closing and when children go to bed hungry because parents have to
pay the hydro bill. Even with high rates, the system’s reliability is also in question. The
OEB has to step up and say no to further rate increases.
Mark Eaves, ratepayer, asked about a refund on money spent on the Global
Adjustment which he said was $35 to $50 billion. He questioned how efficient Hydro
One was at replacing poles, indicating that something was wrong if they could not
replace 100 poles per day compared to the apparent rate of 2 poles per day. He also
questioned whether new customers are required to pay for their own poles when they
are hooked up by Hydro One. The OEB should block the requested increase.
Cheryl Nelson had concerns about how the meeting was advertised and urged the
OEB to provide better notice of the meetings. She indicated that the Fair Hydro Plan
would only result in higher levels of debt for the government. She had concerns over the
$144 increase in hydro costs due to this application and the fact that the Fair Hydro
Plan was due to end in 4 years. She felt Hydro One was wasting money, citing the news
that 35,000 Smart Meters were removed from service as they did not work, and that
there was no reason for the OEB to grant the increase requested. She also commented
on the sale of electricity to the United States for very low rates.
Shawn Lucas, Ward 5 Councilor, Greater Napanee, mentioned that people could not
afford electricity and the electric heat for homes was too expensive. With regard to
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notice of the meeting, he suggested the OEB should advertise these meetings in the
hydro bill. He expressed concerns over the lack of information on the hydro bill
regarding the carbon tax, the fact that seasonal customers would not benefit from the
Fair Hydro Plan like other classes, and the cost of the program being transferred to
taxpayers.
Todd Smith, Prince Edward–Hastings MPP, (Progressive Conservative), indicated that
electricity rates are the number one issue for constituents in his riding. Hydro rates are
so high people are finding it difficult to make ends meet, while the Fair Hydro Plan leads
to higher prices in the future. Hydro One’s executive salaries are too high. BC Hydro
and Quebec Hydro salaries are one tenth of this. Before the IPO, the Hydro One CEO
made $725,000 but now earning $4.5 million per year. The OEB should look to other
jurisdictions for salary comparisons and reject Hydro One’s application until the CEO
compensation is reduced. Rates are too high, children are going to school without
breakfast as parent’s face the question of “Do I eat or do I heat?” The rate increase
should be rejected until executive compensation at Hydro One is brought into line. The
OEB cut salaries at OPG and the Supreme Court agreed. There is too much generating
capacity in Ontario and we are forced to sell electricity at a loss. People have been
living in energy poverty for 6 years and businesses are just hanging on by a thread.
The OEB should stand up for the residents of rural Ontario and Eastern Ontario. He
also questioned the independence of the OEB because they presented aspects of the
Fair Hydro Plan in their presentation.
Steve Ward, New Democratic Party candidate for Kingston and the Islands, indicated
that Ontario residents are forced to choose between rent/groceries and paying their
hydro bills. Electricity rates are just too high and people can just not afford the cost.
Hydro One should be brought back into public ownership. The Fair Hydro Plan will cost
too much over the next generation. Mr. Ward felt that there were questions over the
independence of the OEB as they seemed to be promoting the Fair Hydro Plan.
Other Speakers: A number of other Napanee attendees made brief statements citing
the high cost of electricity in Ontario, that there was much hardship for rural customers,
especially for seniors on pensions. There were calls for maintenance of public
ownership of Hydro One and that Hydro One as prone to wasting money. One example
provided was that Hydro One took six months to replace 14 poles in the community and
raised a question as to why this work could not be contracted out to increase efficiency.
Also cited were high salary costs at Hydro One, including salaries for the CEO and
executives. Presenters generally felt the rate increase requested was unacceptable,
that Hydro One should work to reduce its own costs and that the rate increase should
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be denied. There was also some concern raised over the independence of the OEB as
the Fair Hydro Plan was included as a part of the OEB’s presentation.
Rockland (Ottawa), June 20, 2017
Brian Doyle, insolvency trustee, has 1,500 clients who are customers of Hydro One
and is a Hydro One customer himself. Ontario’s electricity rates are among the highest
in North America. Hydro One is awarded large rate increases when the system is
broken. He sees the effects of high hydro rates on the citizens of Ontario which is
especially felt by seniors. Mr. Doyle cited as an example a pensioner with electricity
bills which are $100 per month more than they would be in other provinces. The rate
increase should be denied and he recommends independent consultants be appointed
with no political ties to recommend a restructuring of the current system.
Gareth Jones, is a member of the executive of the Ontario Public Sector Employees
Union (OPSEU), representing his members who are all electricity customers in Ontario.
Hydro electricity in Ontario has been turned into a commodity and is not seen as a
necessity. Ontario was built on low electricity rates. Citizens must ask themselves, what
kind of province do they want to live in? Of the 130 applications cited by the OEB in
their presentation, how many were turned down? It appears there is no opportunity for
a consumer to recommend a rate decrease. There are too many vice presidents at
Hydro One and the CEO’s salary at $4.6 million is too high especially when compared
to his counterparts at BC Hydro and Hydro Quebec. The Fair Hydro Plan only pushes
costs out to the future. The privatization of Hydro One only increases costs and reduces
transparency. Citizens of Ontario should make their voices heard in the next provincial
election.
Owen Sound, June 21, 2017
Sharon Coulter, ratepayer from Lions Head on the Bruce Peninsula, indicated that she
appreciated the meeting and the information provided but still has concerns over the
high cost of electricity in Ontario and the impact on customers, especially pensioners.
She raised a number of issues and specific questions, including:





The high salary of the Hydro One CEO.
The fact that she does not trust her smart meter and that her bills appear higher
than her relatives and friends.
The billing problems at Hydro One, when she received 8 bills in one month and
with one bill for 6,000 kWh.
The Bruce Peninsula is designated as southern Ontario not northern Ontario as it
should be so she could get more relief on her bills.
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The response she received from the Minister of Energy that more poles are
needed in rural Ontario so costs are higher.
Ontario’s aging population and how the OEB should be making it easier for
seniors to stay in their homes with lower electricity costs.
The cost of coupon programs to encourage conservation…she has used
coupons for energy efficient goods and services but her bills still increase.

Ms. Coulter also indicated that the OEB should be more aware of the impact on
customers of the rate increases, why are they necessary and who is making the profits?
Hydro electricity is a necessity and not a luxury and the quality of life in Ontario is
suffering. She questioned who has the power to stop the increases in hydro rates and if
there are ways to cut costs. She wants the OEB to act on this. Finally, she questioned
the Fair Hydro Plan and pointed out that future generations would have higher bills to
save on power costs now.
Bill Walker, Bruce-Grey-Owen Sound MPP (Progressive Conservative), indicated that
electricity rates are the biggest concern for constituents in his riding. People struggle to
keep the lights on and it is an issue of affordability. Businesses in his riding are facing
excessive increases in their hydro bills. Businesses are leaving the province due to
these costs. The salaries of the Hydro One CEO (cited as 10 times those of BC Hydro
and Hydro Quebec) and the top executives are excessive. The Fair Hydro Plan will
provide short term relief but increases future costs including higher taxes. Ontario pays
customer in the United States to take our power, while Ontario is still signing up green
energy contracts. The OEB should not allow the increase Hydro One has asked for
until executive compensation is brought into line.
Ancaster, June 22, 2017
Sarah Warry-Poljanski represents a grass roots group called Hamiltonians Against
High Hydro Rates. Her presentation touched on the following issues: the high salary of
Hydro One’s CEO, the Ontario Electricity Support Program (OESP) being undersubscribed and not sufficient despite the amount of money spent on it; choices are
being made by consumers between eating and paying the hydro bill; and businesses
which are closing due to high electricity costs. Electricity prices have been jumping at
the rate of 15 percent each year which is a great hardship for families. OESP payments
are not enough. While the province used to have cheap, reliable electricity, now prices
are out of control. Is the cost of maintaining the system not already in the current bill?
Why does Hydro One need more money for maintenance? The Fair Hydro Plan is just
like stretching out a mortgage payment over a longer time period and our grandchildren
will have to pay for this. The rate increases should be denied.
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Ben Levitt, is the Progressive Conservative candidate for Hamilton West-AncasterDundas. Mr. Levitt touched on the high CEO salary of $4.5 million at Hydro One
(indicating that CEO’s at BC Hydro and Hydro Quebec make 1/10th that amount) and
the fact that the top 5 executives make $11 million per year. He stated that Hydro One
was unable to find savings in its operations so they come to the people for a rate
increase. He noted that the OEB has, in the past, reduced the compensation amounts
at OPG and that this was supported by the Supreme Court. Businesses are struggling
and cannot afford to stay in business due to high Hydro bills. Residential customers
have to choose between heating their homes and putting food on the table. The Fair
Hydro Plan is only pushing Ontario electricity costs into the future. Enough is enough,
the OEB should reject the requested increase and stand up for hard working Ontarians.
Stouffville, June 26, 2017
Mohammed Vepari, residential customer, concentrated his remarks on the high cost of
electricity in Ontario and how living in the province could become unaffordable. As an
example, he cited consumer’s spending on electricity as opposed to food or recreational
activities for their children. For this reason, he asked that the OEB not approve the
Hydro One application.
Dryden, June 27, 2017
No formal customer presentations were made.
Sudbury, June 28, 2017
Vic Fedeli, Nipissing MPP (Progressive Conservative), is also a Hydro One customer at
his home in Corbeil, Ontario. He stressed that high electricity costs are the number one
issue in his riding, saying that life in Ontario has become unaffordable. His presentation
focused on the management of the entire electricity system in Ontario which is leading
to very high rates, contributing to hardship for consumers and the cause for businesses
to leave Ontario. In particular he mentioned the Green Energy Act and the addition of
generation capacity that is not needed and causes surplus power to be sold at a loss to
other jurisdictions. He saw the Fair Hydro Plan as an expensive project to save $24
million for ratepayers now but would cost ultimately up to $93 million in the future. He
did speak positively about the OEB and Hydro One.
Tele-meeting, July 12, 2017
Gary Thorpe, small business owner, Annan, Ontario, expressed concern over the
salaries of management and employees, as well as the costs of retirement packages, at
Hydro One. He felt that Hydro One was always going to get its requested increase as
the system needs the money to keep it running. He indicated that he had invested in
saving energy by installing LED lights and upgrading his own energy systems, but was
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not provided with the rebate that he was to receive. He maintained that if consumers
saved 20%, then Hydro One would get a 20% increase to cover that revenue.
Bracebridge, July 13, 2017
Art Meredith, Bracebridge, residential consumer, was opposed to any increase in rates.
He felt that under the old Ontario Hydro, Ontario has the least expensive rates in the
country and now had the highest rates in the country. He felt the government was
wasting money on green energy contracts while Ontario sold power to the United States
at a loss. He suggested that all employees at Hydro One be replaced with those that
could run a business and that all salaries be reduced to $99,000 per year. In addition,
all wind and solar contracts should be cancelled.
Norman Miller, Parry Sound-Muskoka MPP (Progressive Conservative), concentrated
on hydro prices being the number one issue he hears from his constituents. He related
stories of people choosing between paying their hydro bills and other important needs
plus businesses that have tried to conserve but their bills still increase and therefore
were finding it hard to keep their business in the area. MPP Miller had a number of
suggestions for the liberal government on how to fix the electricity sector. He mentioned
the high salaries of the CEO and stated that distribution rates have increased 60% from
2005 to 2016. He criticized the Fair Hydro Plan as providing short term relief but
resulting in higher costs over the longer term. The current practice of adding additional
green energy contracts should stop. The rate increase should be denied.
Bob Young, Mayor of Lake of Bays Township, stated that the application filed by Hydro
One as pre-mature and that Hydro One should be sent back to redo its application and
fix the whole distribution model. He felt that bills were too high, especially for the rural
customer in his community, where incomes are low and work is often seasonal. He cited
that many residents face the question of paying to heat their homes or putting food on
the table. Electricity costs are too high and service is not reliable. Many in his
community have back-up generators due to frequent power outages. He feels the entire
electricity distribution rate model needs fixing.
Maurice MacMillan, is a former Ontario Hydro power system operator with long
experience in the sector. Mr. MacMillan was concerned with the sale of electricity to the
United States at a loss and that rural customers were being unfairly treated in favour of
urban customers and out-of-province customers. He noted that asking for more money
for poles does not make sense as poles have always been part of the hydro system.
Hydro One should use the $36 million that it intends to pay for Orillia Power for poles.
Ontario has suffered job losses due to high electricity rates and this has impacted social
services in the province. He does not believe the increase should be approved and the
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policies should be changed with all stakeholders included in the decision making
process.
Don Furniss, Mayor of Muskoka Lakes Township, focused on reliability in his township
and noted Hydro One’s plans to keep reliability at current levels. He described reliability
levels as pathetic, noting that many customers have installed back-up generators and
that his township has spent thousands of dollars for back-up generators in community
centres, municipal offices, arenas and firehalls. Outages are a regular occurrence. He
indicated that the Hydro One scorecard for reliability must be a provincial average, as
the record in Muskoka Lakes is much worse. Reliability must be improved.
Summary of Themes Heard at the Meetings
The overall message heard from attendees at the meetings was that the cost of
electricity was too high and therefore Hydro One’s request for a rate increase should not
be approved. There was some confusion about how the Hydro One rate application and
the Fair Hydro Plan interacted.
Issues and Comments Directly Related to Hydro One’s Distribution Application
1. The OEB should not approve this request by Hydro One to increase its rates.
Reasons given included:






Hydro One should find efficiencies instead.
CEO and executive compensation should be reduced.
Replacement of assets should have already been paid for with revenues in
the past (replacement reserve) and new funds are not necessary.
Hydro One has been wasting money in the past.
Rates in Ontario are the highest in the country creating hardships for
customers and forcing business to close or relocate.

2. The salaries of Hydro One’s CEO, executives and employees are too high. The
CEOs of BC and Quebec Hydro make one tenth of the amount the Hydro One CEO
makes. There are too many vice presidents at Hydro One and too many employees
were on the “sunshine list” when Hydro One was a part of it.
3. Concerns over reliability and service capacity issues.
4. Disagreement with customer assignments to density based rate classes. Customers
who were classified as medium density by Hydro One for years have been
reassigned to a low density classification with higher rates.
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5. In a few communities (particularly Leamington and Napanee), MPPs and some
consumers said there wasn’t enough advance notice about the community
meetings. Several attendees said they heard about the meeting from their
conservative MPP.
6. Whether the OEB has ever refused a rate increase request and whether it is
permitted to do so.
7. Concerns that the OEB does not care about the customer/consumer (OEB
accountability).
8. An assertion that in the last Hydro One case, the OEB approved a higher increase
than was requested.
Issues Directly Related to Hydro One’s Distribution Application Specific to Certain
Communities
1. Leamington - concerns were raised that greenhouse agricultural producers were
moving investment and jobs to jurisdictions in the United States (Ohio,
Pennsylvania) due to high electricity rates.
2. Rockland – concerns were raised about the need for additional capacity in the area,
so that businesses could expand.
3. Bracebridge - customers were concerned about reliability and many had already
purchased a backup generator; due to the number, frequency and duration of
outages.
Issues Not Directly Related to Hydro One’s Distribution Application
1. Concerns over high commodity and global adjustment costs, including confusion
about what the global adjustment is and how it is calculated.
2. Hydro One’s ownership and the sale of shares; commenters stated that public
ownership of Hydro One should be maintained.
3. The following questions and concerns were expressed about the Fair Hydro Plan:
a. Is Hydro One’s application consistent with keeping increases at the rate of
inflation.
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b. Will costs be borne by taxpayers rather than ratepayers and will overall costs rise
so future consumers will pay more.
c. Concern about what will happen to bills after the Fair Hydro Plan ends and the
fact that the proposed Hydro One rate increases are over five years, while the
Fair Hydro Plan will be in place for only four years, leaving customers exposed to
a significant increase with less relief in the last year if the OEB approved the
application as filed.
d. Why seasonal customers are excluded from the Fair Hydro Plan.

4. The high prices paid for solar and other renewable generation sources and how this
is increasing costs for consumers.
5. Concern about paying other jurisdictions to take our electricity exports or selling
electricity at a loss or for a low price and about generators being paid when off-line.
6. Cap and trade issues for both gas and electricity, increasing costs due to this and the
presentment of these costs on the customer bill.
7. The need to build gas pipelines to currently unserved communities.
8. How the electricity system in Ontario works; the difference between distribution and
transmission; and who owns Hydro One.
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4 SUMMARY OF LETTERS OF COMMENT
Over 3000 letters of comment have been received by the OEB to date. Generally, they
fall under similar themes to the comments heard at the community meetings.
The most common theme is that electricity costs are already too high and for those on
fixed incomes, they are already having a hard time paying their bills.
The second most common theme is that the executives at Hydro One are paid too
much. In general and in relation to both of the above comments, the opinion was
expressed that Hydro One should get no increase.
A third theme, which was in less than 5% of the letters, was concern about specific
reliability (outage) issues.
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SCHEDULE A
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD PRESENTATION
HYDRO ONE DISTRIBUTION RATE APPLICATION
EB-2017-0049
JUNE 15 – JULY 13, 2017

WELCOME
• Ontario Energy Board (~6:30 pm)
• Hydro One (~6:45 pm)
• Consumer Presentations (~7pm)
• Questions and Answers (~7:30 to 8:30pm)

06/09/2017

Ontario Energy Board

1

Getting Involved In OEB’s Review
of Hydro One’s Rate Application
OEB Community Meeting

June-July, 2017

Every Voice Matters
•

The OEB wants to hear from you to ensure we take your
concerns into account as we make a decision about this
application.

•

OEB Community Meetings are held to give you an opportunity to:

 Learn more about your utility’s costs and rate application
 Find out how to get involved in the OEB’s process
 Provide your comments to us about your utility’s
application.
June/July 2017

Ontario Energy Board

3

OEB – Regulating Ontario’s Energy Sector
•

The OEB is Ontario's independent energy regulator. We work to ensure a
sustainable, reliable energy sector that helps consumers get value from their
natural gas and electricity services – for today and tomorrow.

Consumer
Protection
(Set and Enforce
Rules)

Energy Support
Programs
(OESP, LEAP)

June/July 2017
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Consumer
Engagement
and
Information

Rate Review
and Decisions
(Supply &
Delivery)

License
Energy
Companies
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Ontario’s Fair Hydro Plan
•

The Fair Hydro Act, 2017 came into effect on June 1,
2017.

•

This Act, together with proposed new regulations, will enable the
government to move forward with initiatives that it has stated will:
 Lower electricity bills by 25% on average for all residential customers
and hundreds of small business and farms
 Hold increases to the rate of inflation for four years
 Provide additional electricity bill relief for:
• residential customers in rural and remote areas
• on-reserve First Nations residential customers
 Fund electricity-related programs such as OESP through taxes

June/July 2017
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Reviewing Distribution Rates

Commodity

June/July 2017
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Delivering Value – Ensuring Reliability
The OEB’s job is to align various objectives to ensure reliability

Prices, reliability
and quality of
service

June/July 2017

Financially viable
energy sector
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Be Heard in the OEB’s Process
1. Application
Customer
Notification

2. Customer
Input

Oral or written
Number of activities at
each stage
Various Representatives

3. OEB Reviews
all Information

Timeline: ~ 9 months
Occurs every 5 years

4. Decision

June/July 2017
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Be Heard in the OEB’s Process
1. Application
Customer
Notification

NEWS

Bill Inserts

Social Media

Website

Newspaper Notice

Intervenor

Contact the OEB

2. Customer
Input
Community Meeting

Write a Letter

3. OEB Reviews
all Information

4. Decision
June/July 2017
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What Can You Do?
•

OEB wants to hear from you. We encourage you to:





•

Ask questions
Provide comments (via post or email)
Attend or listen in on the hearings
Follow the proceedings

Your voice helps the OEB do our job:
Ensuring utilities deliver value by focusing on
what matters most to you

June/July 2017
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Your Voice Matters – Thank You
Visit our
website

416-314-2455
Toll Free 1-877-632-2727

www.oeb.ca
Twitter: @OntEnergyBoard
Ontario Energy Board, 2300 Yonge Street,
Suite 2701, Toronto, Ontario M4P 1E4

June/July 2017
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SCHEDULE B
HYDRO ONE NETWORKS PRESENTATION
HYDRO ONE DISTRIBUTION RATE APPLICATION
EB-2017-0049
JUNE 15 – JULY 13, 2017

2018-2022 Distribution
Rate Application
Overview

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

We would be happy
to hear from you.

SCHEDULE C
COMMUNITY MEETING CUSTOMER PRESENTATIONS
HYDRO ONE DISTRIBUTION RATE APPLICATION
EB-2017-0049
JUNE 15 – JULY 13, 2017

A) Gail Batten, Napanee
B) Brian Doyle, Rockland
C) Sarah Warry-Poljanski, Ancaster
D) Art Meredith, Bracebridge
E) Norm Miller, Bracebridge
F) Bob Young, Bracebridge

Norm Miller, MPP for Parry Sound-Muskoka
Presentation to the Ontario Energy Board
July 13, 2017

Good evening. Thank you for allowing me to speak today about
how Hydro One rate increases are impacting my constituents
here in Parry Sound-Muskoka.

Hydro prices are the number one issue I hear about from my
constituents. So when I heard that Hydro One had applied for
yet another increase to distribution rates, I knew I had to be
here today to make sure my constituents’ voices were heard.

Of the responses I got to my spring newsletter this year, sixtynine per cent of people said that increasing electricity costs
have had a significant impact on their families. I heard stories
about people who are having to choose between paying their
hydro bills and buying food. I heard from a senior on a fixed
income who can’t afford to go to the dentist because they don’t
have anything left after they pay their hydro bill.
1

I have also had hundreds of complaints to my constituency
offices about increasing electricity costs, the majority that
complain about high delivery rates. I have also had recent
complaints from constituents that were classified as ‘medium
density’ by Hydro One for years, and suddenly switched to the
more expensive ‘low density’ classification. One constituent
was classified as ‘medium density’ for 13 years, then suddenly
changed to low density despite more people living in the
neighbourhood.
High delivery costs of electricity has been a growing issue for a
number of years, particularly in rural areas like this riding
where many people have to heat with electricity. And in Parry
Sound-Muskoka income levels are below the provincial
average. Some people in rural areas can heat with wood, but
many Seniors on fixed incomes heat the most expensive way
with electric baseboard heaters.

2

Finally this year, facing sinking approval ratings, the Wynne
government noticed how much trouble Ontarians were having
paying their hydro bills. I do not agree with what they have
done in creating a new debt and saddling us and our children
with the extra interest payments, however I am relieved that
the government finally noticed the mess they had created and
the stress they were putting on Ontario families.

Since the rising hydro prices impacted businesses as well as
families, that stress did not come just in the form of increasing
hydro bills but in some cases, lost jobs.

3

I want to tell you about Northridge Inn and Resort, in
Sundridge. Owners David Clemmer and Stéphane Aubin
completed an energy audit and spent two-hundred thousand
dollars in renovations to conserve energy and limit heat loss.
Despite that, their hydro bills last winter were fourteen
thousand dollars a month. And that is just opening for
weekends.

With hydro bills like that, they can’t afford to operate in winter.
As a result, they will be closing their doors next winter and will
have to lay off forty employees. Sundridge has a population of
less than one thousand people so forty lost jobs is going to hit
the whole town hard.
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The Owner of Axiom Speaker company in Dwight, Ian
Colquhoun emailed me to ask how companies in rural Ontario
were to stay in business with Ontario’s high electricity costs. He
sent me his June 2016 bill. His total bill was $3,600. Of that
$2,100 was the delivery charge. His all in cost was .43 cents per
KWH. His product, world class speakers are shipped worldwide,
and he is trying to keep production and jobs in Parry SoundMuskoka, but high electricity costs and specifically delivery
charges are making that challenging.

It is ironic that we are here discussing this hydro increase now
while the Wynne government is busily advertising their socalled Fair Hydro Plan to reduce the cost of hydro.
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We know based on a leaked cabinet document and the report
of the Financial Accountability Officer that the reduction in
hydro costs will be temporary and that the long term costs will
be huge. It is evident that this plan, like the cancellation of the
gas plants, is more about winning the next election than it is
about helping Ontarians.

If the government really wanted to help Ontarians struggling
with their hydro bills, they would have addressed the root
causes of high electricity prices.

If the government really wanted to help Ontarians they would
have stopped signing bad contracts to purchase expensive
green power that we don’t need. Instead, the day after they
announced this so-called Fair Hydro Plan, the government
accepted one thousand, one hundred new applications for new
wind and solar installations. This while Ontario is spilling water
at hydro electric dams.
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If the government really wanted to help Ontarians they could
have limited the outrageous salaries paid to Hydro One
executives. The CEO of Hydro One is paid four point five million
dollars per year. By comparison, his counterparts in Quebec
and British Columbia earn less than half a million dollars.

Under the watch of this Liberal government Hydro One’s
distribution rates have increased by sixty per cent between
2005 and 2016 – that is more than three times the rate of
inflation. And that is just for the distribution, not for the
electricity itself. The price of the electricity has gone up as
much as three-hundred per cent depending on the time of day
and where the customer is in Ontario.
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I ask you, the Ontario Energy Board, to stand up for the families
in Parry Sound – Muskoka. Say no to this Hydro One
distribution rate increase that will cost families an additional
one-hundred and forty-one dollars per year when it is fully
implemented.
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